RABBITS

Pre-Junior Showmanship Questions

1. How many toenails are on the back feet?
2. What is a dewclaw?

3. How many toenails are on the front feet?
4. What is a meat pen?

5. How many rabbits are in a meat pen?
6. What is the most a meat pen can weigh?
7. What is the least each rabbit in a meat pen can weigh?
8. How many profile types are there?
9. What is flyback?

10. What is smut?

11. How many varieties are in the New Zealand?
12. List the varieties of the New Zealand.
   
   ___________________
   ___________________

13. What is a fault? Give an example.

14. What is a disqualification? Give an example.
Pre-Junior Questions Continued

Circle one.

15. a rabbit in molt or out of condition.
   fault disqualification

16. poor ear carriage
   fault disqualification

17. blindness in one or both eyes
   fault disqualification

18. hutch stains
   fault disqualification

19. wall eye
   fault disqualification

20. malocclusion
   fault disqualification

21. poor tail carriage
   fault disqualification

22. missing toenails
   fault disqualification

23. Sr. buck in an Intermediate buck showroom class
   fault disqualification

24. flabby or overly fat
   fault disqualification

25. wrong colored toenails
   fault disqualification

26. crooked legs
   fault disqualification
Pre-Junior Questions Continued

Circle one.

27. A New Zealand has brown eyes.
   true  false

28. There are five toenails on the front feet.
   true  false

29. Californian is a commercial rabbit.
   true  false

30. A New Zealand should have spots.
   true  false

31. Sr. Buck is an example of a show room class.
   true  false

32. A buck is a girl rabbit.
   true  false

33. Wolf teeth is the same as malocclusion.
   true  false

34. A meet pen can have four rabbits.
   true  false

35. A rabbit must have a tattoo in the left ear.
   true  false

Study hard but have Fun.

Good Luck!
RABBITS

Pre-Junior Showmanship
Answers

1. How many toenails are on the back feet?
   4 toenails

2. What is a dewclaw?
   The toenail on the inner side of the front feet.

3. How many toenails are on the front feet?
   5 toenails, counting the dewclaw.

4. What is a meat pen?
   A meat pen is a group of three alike rabbits.

5. How many rabbits are in a meat pen?
   3 rabbits

6. What is the most a meat pen can weigh?
   15 pounds

7. What is the least each rabbit in a meat pen can weigh?
   3 pounds

8. How many profile types are there?
   5 profiles

9. What is flyback?
   A coat of fur that flies back to its normal smooth position when stroked from the rear to the head.

10. What is smut?
    A dark surface color on light colored rabbits.

11. How many varieties are in the New Zealand?
    3 varieties

12. List the varieties of the New Zealand.
    white
    red
    black

13. What is a fault? Give an example.
    A fault is a wrong in a rabbit that will cause points to be taken away. (But it still can be showed.) ex. molting

14. What is a disqualification? Give an example.
    answer on next page
A disqualification is a wrong in a rabbit that will cause the rabbit to be taken out of the show either for that show only or for all shows. ex. a cold can be corrected so it will only be disqualified for that show but blindness can not be corrected so the rabbit will be disqualified for all shows.

Pre-Junior Questions Continued

Circle one.
15. a rabbit in molt or out of condition.
   fault disqualification
16. poor ear carriage
   fault disqualification
17. blindness in one or both eyes
   fault disqualification
18. hutch stains
   fault disqualification
19. wall eye
   fault disqualification
20. malocclusion
   fault disqualification
21. poor tail carriage
   fault disqualification
22. missing toenails
   fault disqualification
23. Sr. buck in an Intermediate buck showroom class
   fault disqualification
24. flabby or overly fat
   fault disqualification
25. wrong colored toenails
   fault disqualification
26. crooked legs
   fault disqualification
Pre-Junior Questions Continued

Circle one.

27. A New Zealand-White has brown eyes.
   true  false
28. There are five toenails on the front feet.
   true  false
29. Californian is a commercial rabbit.
   true  false
30. A New Zealand should have spots.
   true  false
31. Sr. Buck is an example of a show room class.
   true  false
32. A buck is a girl rabbit.
   true  false
33. Wolf teeth is the same as malocclusion.
   true  false
34. A meat pea can have four rabbits.
   true  false
35. A rabbit must have a tattoo in the left ear.
   true  false

Study hard but have Fun.

Good Luck!
RAFFITS

Junior Showmanship
Questions

1. What is the maximum age for a meat pen?
2. What are the four categories for judging a pen of rabbits, and their points?
3. What is the maximum difference in weight between each rabbit in a meat pen?
4. When your rabbits are being judged why shouldn't you talk or point?
5. What are the profile types of rabbits?
6. What is a butterfly?
7. What are cowhocks?
8. What is density?
9. What is vent disease?
10. How many showroom classes are there in the Californians?
11. What does the hindquarters count for in the schedule of points for the Californian rabbit?
12. What color is a Californians eyes?
13. What is the maximum weight for a New Zealand Intermediate Doe?
14. What does A.R.B.A. stand for?
15. List five commercial type rabbits.
16. What is coccidiosis?
17. What are the three New Zealand varieties?
18. What is the minimum weight of a New Zealand senior buck?
19. Is a rabbit a rodent?
20. How can you treat sore hocks?
Junior Showmanship Answers

1. 10 weeks or 70 days
2. Meat Type - 40 points
   Condition - 30 points
   Uniformity - 20 points
   Fur - 10 points
3. ½ pound
4. You could be disqualified.
5. semi-arch
   full-arch
   compact
   cylindrical
   commercial
6. A nose marking found on some breeds.
7. Hind legs turned inward at the hock causing the toe to point outward.
8. The quality of a thick coat of fur.
9. A veneral disease in rabbits found in both sexes.
10. (7) seven
11. 22 points
12. pink
13. 11 pounds
14. Americas Rabbit Breeders Association
15. New Zealand, Californian, Silver Fox, Satin, Hotot
16. A disease that attacks the liver and intestines of an animal.
17. Black, White, Red
Junior Showmanship Answers Continued

18. 9 pounds

19. No

20. Put a dry solid surface in rabbits cage for them to rest on.